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Abstract. The author’s objective is to present the role of base contents for a statistical map and determine 
its desired features which would influence optimum perception of the main contents of the map. The article 
consists of two main parts.

The first part discusses selection of cartographic projection. Presented recommendations could be sum-
marized in a short conclusion that application of equal-area projections is the optimum solution. It results from 
the necessity of preserving correct spatial relations during the perception of the thematic map contents. It is 
recommended to show cartographic graticule on statistical maps, for it helps to recognize geometrical attributes 
of the map and plays the localizing role.

The second part of the article concentrates on the issue of selection of base contents’ elements on statistical 
maps. Such selection depends on the method of presentation of the thematic contents of the map. Because 
of that the optimum contents of the map is discussed in the context of basic cartographic presentation methods, 
i.e. the dot method, the choropleth method, the diagram method and the isoline method. The role of base 
elements in the process of reading of the main contents is also underlined. It is shown that it is not only the 
localizing role. Including additional elements of base contents facilitates understanding of the spatial distribu-
tion of the phenomenon which is the main topic of the map.

The article encourages extension of the contents of statistical maps by additional elements of contents, 
which, while keeping correct spatial relations, can improve the efficiency of map use.
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1. Introduction

The author’s objective is to recall the role of 
base contents on a statistical map and thus to 
determine its desired features which would in-
fluence optimum perception of the main contents 
of the map. This issue is important and current 
for several reasons. Firstly, contemporary maps, 
and especially statistical ones, are mostly elab-
orated using computer software. Its availability 
and ease of use turned map making into an 
egalitarian activity, accessible also to indivi-
duals without basic cartographic knowledge. 
As a result the base contents is marginalized 
and limited to the minimum. Secondly, lack of 
base contents adequate for the main topic of 
the map may deplete cartographic communica-
tion. Such maps have limited value as research 

tools, being limited to visualization of statistical 
data. Another reason is the necessity of account-
ing for geometrical features of the topographic 
base. These features have crucial impact on 
the interpretation of the map contents related to 
surface. Due to its limited length, the article con-
centrates on classical statistical maps, although 
contemporary technology allows to introduce 
many new solutions and elements, such as 
e.g. 3D or animation (T. Opach 2006, D. Duka-
czewski 2010). Discussing them would however 
require a separate paper.

Why is the base map an important element 
of a thematic map and what role does it play in 
relation to the main thematic contents? What 
should it include to improve the communica-
tion of the contents which is the main theme 
of the map? This article aims to answer such 
questions.

mailto:pawel.cebrykow@poczta.umcs.lublin.pl
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Firstly, let us determine what a base of a sta-
tistical map is. It can be defined as a map allowing 
presentation of spatial distribution of values of 
phenomena using quantitative methods of car-
tographic presentation1. Base has all attributes 
of a map, including mathematical elements such 
as projection, scale, cartographic graticule and 
selected elements of general map, such as 
borders, rivers and towns. These elements 
play orientational role and influence the under-
standing of spatial variation of phenomena 
values.

2. Role of cartographic projection

A.H. Robinson claimed that the duty of a car-
tographer is to make sure that map contents is 
presented on a properly edited base which would 
allow a full understanding of spatial relations 
(A.H. Robinson et al. 1988, p. 129). Therefore 

the role of cartographic base is to provide cor-
rect spatial relation of thematic contents, which 
means that its role is localizational. Further on 
it allows a reading of real relations of distribu-
tion of phenomena values. These relations 
must not be distorted, although this condition 
is not always possible to be met completely. It 
results from characteristics of cartographic pro-
jections used to present the surface of the 

1 Because of synthetic approach to the topic, quantitative 
cartographic methods are presented in their classic form, 
without their numerous varieties.

Earth. In most statistical maps the priority is to 
preserve correct area relations. According to 
this condition equal-area projections are most 
commonly used (M. Pieniążek, M. Zych 2016). 
In the case of many projections, for some parts 
of them  distortion is relatively low. Thus they 
can be ignored, and such projections can be 
used without negative consequences. This is 
confirmed in recommendations concerning the 
use of cartographic projections included in the 
regulation issued by the Polish Council of Mini-
sters on 15 October 2012, which determines 
the rules of using systems of orthogonal plane 
coordinates for maps in particular scales (Roz-
porządzenie Rady Ministrów 2012). The re-
quirements included in the Regulation concern 
mainly standard cartographic elaborations and 
although they are not obligatory for most maps 
(unofficial), their application is by all means 
right. Why area distortion is so undesired can 

be clearly seen in the example of the map from 
figure 1, on which harvested potato crops are 
presented using the dot method. The map was 
prepared with the cylindrical square equidistant 
projection, which in modest latitudes significantly 
distorts the area (F. Gąsiewicz 1964). At 49° 
latitude areas are enlarged to 152.4%, at 51° to 
158.9%, and at 54° they reach 170.1%. Almost 
double enlargement affects the perception of 
dot density. On this map the relation of the factor 
to the area is respectively lowered, at the lati-
tude of 49° – to 65.6%, at 51° – to 62.9% and at 
54° – to 58.8%, therefore information is distorted.

Fig. 1. Incorrectly chosen cartographic projection for the map of potato harvest in Poland results  
in distortion of spatial relations (on the basis of a map in the online Atlas of cartographical presentation  

methods, 2010−2012)
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A similar process takes place in the case of 
choropleth maps visualizing density index. The 
area of the basic field plays active role in the anal-
ysis of distribution and evaluation of the value 
of phenomena. For example, if two base units 
are assigned with the same value of popula-
tion density, and the area of one of them is two 
times bigger, we can conclude that its popula-
tion is also double of that of the smaller area.

Application of equal area projections is also 
reasonable when using the isoline method, 
with the relation similar to the one which appears 
in the case of the choropleth method. Because 
of a more difficult evaluation of phenomena 
value than in the case of the choropleth method, 
comparisons are possible only at a high level 
of generalization.

Another negative consequence of using 
bases which distort the area results from the 
fact that distortion is not consistent. Even on 
the same map we may not be able to perform 
proper analyses basing on dot distribution on 
different map parts. In the case of square equidi-
stant projection on the area of Poland the dif-
ference of area enlargement at 49° and 54° 
reaches 11,6%. Such value is significant and 
noticeable even during visual analysis.

The above reasoning points at the necessity 
of using equal-area projections preserving real 
area relations on statistical maps. Therefore 
map users should have the possibility of reading 
which projection they are dealing with. For this 
purpose cartographical graticule should be 
visible. It can be presented in full form, i.e. lati-
tudes and longitudes, or reduced to node points. 
Reduced presentation is used when full pre-
sentation could disturb map reading.

Presenting graticule not only makes it possible 
to show geometric features of the map, but also 
to determine the location of presented pheno-
mena. Dot maps and dasymetric choropleths 
are examples. In the editorial guidelines for the 
World Population Map2 showing graticule was 
one of the main recommendations (J. Siwek 
1976).

2 World Population Map was conceived by Sten de Greer. 
His initiative was announced in Paris in 1933 during a ses-
sion of the Commission of Overpopulation of the Internatio-
nal Geographical Union. Because of the lack of statistical 
data it was not realized. The idea reappeared in 1956 at the 
IGU congress in Rio de Janeiro, where the Commission of 
the World Population Map was founded. In 1961 in London 
it announced the editing rules for the map (J. Siwek 1976).

Orientational significance of cartographical 
graticule is lower on maps edited using the 
choropleth or diagram methods, when pheno-
mena values refer to commonly known areas, 
such as  countries or administrative units which 
are usually easy to distinguish and identify. 
With different areas of reference, e.g. geogra-
phical regions or regular geometric areas, the 
significance of graticule is higher. A similar si-
tuation takes place when base areas are the 
effect of analysis of phenomena distribution, 
such as in the case of maps prepared using 
the dasymetric method.

User target is an important reason for pre-
senting cartographic graticule. If it includes 
readers from different parts of the world, the 
significance of graticule is higher. In short, 
using graticule makes a map more versatile in 
perception.

A set of maps of the same area is an excep-
tion to the rule of using graticule on statistical 
maps. If at the beginning of the publication there 
is e.g. a general map with cartographic grati-
cule, the following maps can be devoid of it. 
A good example are regional atlases which 
present series of statistical maps presenting 
various factors or changes in temporal distri-
bution of the same phenomenon.

In summary it can be stated that visible gra-
ticule is recommended for all maps, even those 
with very simplified contents.

3. Range of contents of statistical maps’ 
bases

The contents of a statistical map is presented 
on cartographic base which is most often limited 
to several physical elements. They usually in-
clude river network, but also settlement, road 
network and land cover. These elements are 
important for proper understanding of the dis-
tribution of phenomena values or factors being 
the main topic of the map. It is difficult to imagine 
correct reading of thematic contents without 
them (T. Garlej 1971, W. Żyszkowska et al. 2012). 
Physical elements constituting the base, simi-
larly as in the case of graticule, play mostly 
localizational role. They also facilitate reading 
spatial relations. Unlike cartographic graticule 
they have yet another, crucial function; they 
help to analyze distribution of the phenomenon 
being the theme of the map. Map authors rarely 
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use this option, although it improves the quality 
of cartographic message.

Contents of a statistical map base depends 
on the map theme and the applied visualiza-
tion method. Influence of the selected presen-
tation method is even predominant in many 
cases. It is connected with the spatial reference 
of data, which should be consistent for proper 
presentation of cause-result relations. The cho-
ropleth presenting population density in Poland 
in regional division is an example. Presenting 
forests on such a map would be pointless, be-
cause population density for voivodships as 
averaged ratio obliterates any relations to fo-
rest location. In the above example the only 
possible way of looking for relation is to pre-
sent forests using the choropleth method with 
the forest ratio referred to the same base area 
units. The issue defined this way can be best 
solved using complex choropleth map, which 
however goes beyond the scope of this article.

According to the thesis presented above the 
selection of elements of base contents depends 
mainly on the cartographic method used to 
present the main topic of the map. Thus the 
following description will focus on the specific 

features of the base in the context of the applied 
presentation method.

3.1. Topographic base of a dot map

Specific features of the base of a dot map 
result from the applied method of dot place-
ment. We can distinguish the so-called topo-
graphic distribution method and the choropleth 
distribution method. Base for dots evenly dis-
tributed in base units should be elaborated 
similarly to that for a choropleth. In the case of 
topographic distribution of dots base construc-
tion is more complicated. Lech Ratajski pointed 
at the necessity of non-standard approach to 
the edition of bases for such maps: “A dot map 
requires special cartographic bases. Dot image 
is the main and only contents of such a map 
and it determines the remaining contents. Its 
aim is to allow interpretation of the image of 
dot distribution, therefore the selection of other 
elements must be carefully considered. They 
should be drawn delicately, not to overshadow 
the main contents of the map. Thus all descrip-
tions which would cover dots should be omitted, 
and rivers as well as administrative borders 
should be reduced to minimum or printed in 

Fig. 2. A part of the dot map, or more precisely a diagram-dot map, of the population distribution in the United 
States. Its base contains shaded land relief, built-over areas of cities (population numbers shown  
in diagrams) and a relatively detailed water network; original scale 1:7,500,000, reduced by half  

(source: The National Atlas of the United States of America, 1970, https://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/ 
national_atlas_1970.html, access 18-03-2017)
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a different, optically weaker tint.” (L. Ratajski 
1989, p. 120). The above quotation conveys 
the specific character of a dot map, however 
some issues require explanation. The state-
ment about the influence of the base on the 
analysis of dot distribution is correct. The level 
of generalization of base elements is also im-
portant. In this case topographic distribution of 
dots is very important, so the base should 
include such elements (cities, rivers, roads) 
which may help to determine exactly location. 
Generalization of these objects may be quite 
strong, but it should not lead to oversimplifica-
tion of the base and limiting its localizational 
potential. Overgeneralization can also result in 
topological errors.

It should also be added, that base elements 
not only help to localize dots, but also largely 
explain their distribution (J. Pasławski et al. 
1997). A map “Distribution of population 1970” 
(fig. 2) from The National Atlas of the United 
States of America (1970), which includes water 
network, settlement and land relief, is a good 
example of using a well thought over base 
which helps to precisely localize dots and at 
the same time aids the analysis of their distri-
bution. On population distribution maps land 
relief is often included, and visualized using 
various methods, from shading to hypsometry 
(J. Siwek 1976). It should be noted that all base 
map elements ought to be presented at the 
same level of generalization.

Summing up, it can be stated that a base for 
a dot map should include not only elements 
which facilitate distribution of dots, but also 
those which help to understand the distribution 
of the presented phenomenon.

3.2. Topographic base of a diagram map

Spatial reference of diagrams is decisive for 
the selection of base elements in the process 
of elaboration of diagram maps. One can dis-
tinguish diagram maps referring to a point, line 
or area (L. Ratajski 1989, K.A. Saliszczew 1998, 
J. Pasławski 2010). In the case of diagrams 
referring to a point or area it is necessary to 
place on the map the elements of the base 
which are points of reference for data. For point 
diagrams they are settlements, facilities etc. In 
the case of area reference they are base units 
in which data is collected. Also, the base with 
point reference can be enhanced with water or 

road network. The base elements of contents 
should be generalized to preserve their clarity, 
which would facilitate localization of diagrams. 
Diagram maps referring to base units require 
that these units are shown on the map. The 
maps with topographic base reduced to only 
one element significantly reduce the picture, 
limiting broader analysis of the phenomenon. 
Simplified base maps are often prepared as 
a result of a pragmatic approach to map edition, 
most of which are prepared in GIS software 
environment and consist in a combination of 
various levels of database. Such method is re-
ferred to as cartographic compilation and has 
been described by B. Medyńska-Gulij (2007). 
She has also noticed that map base does not 
have to be limited to base units, and although 
it is often treated marginally, it should enrich 
the context of the main topic. However, the base 
should not be excessively expanded, because 
this could lead to reversing proportions of the 
main contents. As a result the diagrams consti-
tuting the main theme can be less readable, and 
their comparison more difficult (fig. 3). Highly 
complicated diagrams are another example of 
a situation when the base should be limited to 
necessary contents. The more complex ones, 
e.g. Uhorczak’s typogram should be presented 
on a highly generalized base.

Summing up – in the case of diagrams referr-
ing to area additional elements should be added 
with great care following a rule that every added 
element should significantly widen the scope 
of information. Generalization of base unit bor-
ders should be performed in such a way as to 
preserve their shapes and area. The first ele-
ment affects unit identification, the second in-
fluences correct reading of relations between 
the value of a phenomenon presented with the 
diagram and the area of the base unit.

Generalization of the contents of bases 
used for presentation of linear diagrams looks 
slightly different. Among them one can distin-
guish linear diagrams, also called “ribbon” dia-
grams and vector diagrams (J. Pasławski 2010). 
The difference lies mainly in graphic form. A base 
map for both diagram types should contain 
points making it possible to determine the be-
ginning and the end of the diagram. Ribbon 
diagrams also relate to such elements as roads, 
railroads, pipelines, etc. These objects have 
a particular shape, the presentation of which 
however is not necessary to realize the objec-
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tive of the map. Because of that such lines 
often undergo strong generalization, the limit 
of which is a section of a straight line (vector). 
The necessity of generalization of such lines in 
some cases results from the lack of possibility 
of superimposing of the diagram.

In the case of especially wide of diagrams, 
it is impossible to superimpose them on the 
actual line on map, which necessitates its gen-
eralization.

3.3. Topographic base of a choropleth map

Choropleth maps are original in the sense 
that they present averaged value of the pheno-
menon or indexes referring to a base space unit. 
It is therefore an aeral method, in which the base 
unit is filled with color or pattern, according to 
the intensity of phenomenon (J. Pasławski 
1992b, 1998). The base plays mainly orienta-
tional role, allowing reading of the whole area 
of the map, and further helping to distinguish 
types of base units. Thus borders of base units 
are a necessary component of the base. The 
base also makes it possible to identify the car-
tographic presentation. Omitting the information 

about base units may suggest that the map was 
prepared using the dasymetric, or even isoline 
method. Wrong identification of the method 
used can negatively affect the interpretation 
of the distribution of phenomenon value. The 
level of data aggregation is the information 
which is needed and which is derived from 
base unit distinction. It is usually included in the 
map title. It should also be remembered that 
borders of base units are the source of infor-
mation about possible differences in their size 
and shape (fig. 4). As a result we get informa-
tion about uneven level of generalization of 
the phenomenon at the level of base space 
units. In the case of choropleth maps basing 
on administrative division it is a fault affecting 
comparability of units within a map which is 
seemingly consistent. In Poland, for example, 
the biggest administrative unit (gmina) has the 
area almost 200 times bigger than the smallest 
one3. Choropleth map users, both these who 

3 At regional level the smallest unit (Górowo Iławeckie) 
has the area of 323 ha. 21 units have the area below 1000 
ha, and the biggest unit (Pisz) has the area of 63,370 ha. 
25 units have the area  over 40,000 ha (source: General 
Statistical Office, for 31.12.2014).

Fig. 3. Map of the population distribution of Switzerland in 2015 as an example of excessive exposure  
of base contents (source: Atlas of Switzerland, http://www.atlasderschweiz.ch/)

http://www.atlasderschweiz.ch/
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prepare it and the ones who only read it, seldom 
realize the consequences of high dispropor-
tions of base unit sizes. Discussion on the topic 
of optimum base units was also conducted in 
Poland, taking the form of a widely organized 
action (J. Mościbroda 1981; E. Iwanicka-Lyrowa, 
J. Pasławski 1981; J. Pasławski 1992a). How-
ever, in practice it is difficult to use units of si-
milar shape and size. Although they provide 
full internal comparability and improve map 
consistency (J. Pasławski 1992b, p. 54), they 
require significantly more labor. They are not 
commonly used because of authors’ habits 
which have been shaped over a number of 
years.

Drawing of base unit borders should not be 
too detailed, similarly as in the case of diagram 
maps referring to area. However, it should be 
remembered that generalization should not 
obliterate the characteristic shape of the surface 
which enables unit identification. Additional 
elements of base contents may be presented 
but in practice it doesn’t happen often. Spora-
dically one can encounter maps with added 
river or road network.

During the composition of choropleth map 
base one should preserve readability of the 
main contents of the map. In the case of small 
base units, the number of which can be high, 
enriching the base with additional contents is 
not recommended. The above recommenda-
tions refer to simple choropleth map. The situ-
ation is different in the case of dasymetric 

variety of the choropleth map where base units 
result from the distribution of the phenomenon. 
Such distribution is influenced by geographic 
environment conditions (J. Goleń, W. Ostrowski 
1994), which should, if possible, be presented 
on the map. They include land relief, river and 
transportation networks, land use, etc. Of course, 
the above elements should undergo generali-
zation not to obstruct the perception of the main 
contents of the map.

3.4. Topographic base of an isopleth map

Isopleth maps have methodologically a lot in 
common with choropleth maps. As noticed by 
J. Szewczuk (1975), they are an isoline interpre-
tation of a continuous choropleth. According to 
L. Barwińska (1963) this type of isoline should 
be called an isoplethic choropleth. Similarly as 
in the case of choropleth the first stage is data 
preparation.  This involves averaging of index 
values within base units. It is only the first stage 
in the procedure of isopleth map preparation. 
Nevertheless, there is no difference in spatial 
organization of data. In the case of preparing 
the base for an isopleth map, however, we are 
dealing with differences resulting from the cha-
racter of the resulting surface. A choropleth 
map is characterized by discontinuity, while an 
isoline map by continuity of the statistical sur-
face. Continuous surface is characterized by 
a sequence of increasing or decreasing phe-
nomenon values. In the case of a color scale 

Fig. 4. Population distribution in Sri Lanka presented using a choropleth map without borders of administrative 
units, which are also the base units (source: http://www.stockmapagency.com/Population_Map_Sri%20Lanka-

_C-SriL-2007-Pop.php)

http://www.stockmapagency.com/Population_Map_Sri%20Lanka_C-SriL-2007-Pop.php
http://www.stockmapagency.com/Population_Map_Sri%20Lanka_C-SriL-2007-Pop.php
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the change from lower to higher values results 
in particular colors according to the template 
placed in the map legend. As a result the image 
is organized, which increases graphic capacity 
of the map. Borders of base units are not neces-
sary for correct reading of such a map, they 
can therefore undergo generalization. If the 
units represent administrative division units 
and support the analysis of statistical surface, 
it is recommended to leave the borders of units 
of higher order. This preserves connection 
with the element which is important in the ana-
lysis of phenomenon distribution. It is similar in 
the case of socio-economic indexes, the ana-
lysis of which and its conclusions are used in 
management basing on administrative division.

Physical elements, such as e.g. river net-
works and antropogenic objects, such as set-
tlements and transportation network, may also 
appear on an isopleth map. Also in this case 
they facilitate correct reading of phenomenon 
distribution, improving spatial orientation. Such 
contents plays an important role in the analysis 
of the reasons of phenomena distribution. The 

level of generalization of the above elements 
of contents should of course be connected 
with map scale. In the case of large scale maps, 
generalization can concern qualitative aspects. 
Generalized road classification is an example. 
Generalization can also concern the quantity, 
concentrating e.g. on the selection of main roads 
constituting transportation system in a city. 
The network of easily recognizable main roads 
facilitates correct analysis of phenomenon 
distribution (fig. 5), and due to omitting less im-
portant streets the map becomes more legible 
(A. Dębowska, J. Korycka-Skorupa 2010).

Control points (with given values) may be an 
original element of the base of an isopleth map. 
Reviewers of this method saw the necessity of 
their placement in the map base (J. Pasławski 
1992a). Possibility of complete understanding 
of map construction on the basis of distribution 
of these points, and a possibility of verification 
of credibility of performed interpolation was 
a viable argument. This view is rooted in the 
era before computerized interpolation methods 
became common, when linear interpolation 

Fig. 5. A part of the isopleth map of population distribution of Lublin in 2014 with main streets which facilitate 
the analysis of the phenomenon (based on an M.A. thesis of T. Frąś, made at the Department of Cartography 

of Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin, 2005) 
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was practically the only available method. Cur-
rently, with the availability of many complex 
algorithms, the necessity of placement of con-
trol points does not seem to be so obvious. 
Their presence informs mainly about the very 
fact of their use and their location. In some 
cases their placement is literally impossible. 
The method of preparation of isopleth maps by 
smoothing-dithering of choropleth maps is an 
example (P. Cebrykow 2003, 2005). In this 
method the number of control points regularly 
placed in a grid is multiplied. Presenting such 
a grid on a map would make it practically 
unreadable. 

4. Conclusions

The base of a statistical map has many func-
tions, although they are often marginalized by 
contemporary map editors, who rely use on 
appropriate software. Therefore it should be 

stressed that the base is not only “a skeleton 
of the main map” but also shapes the quality of 
conveying the thematic contents. This can be 
presented in several points. Firstly, the base 
gives the map geometric features and thus 
allows to preserve proper spatial relations. 
Secondly, the base plays orientational role, 
allowing to refer thematic contents to real objects. 
Thirdly, it enables the analysis of a phenome-
non basing on the distribution of the objects 
which can be in a cause-result relation with the 
thematic contents. Enriching the base of a map 
with additional contents increases the informa-
tive value of the map. 

It should also be stressed that the range of 
contents of the base does not result from the 
map theme alone. It is also connected to the 
cartographic method used for map preparation. 
Therefore, it becomes obvious that bases 
should be individualized, concerning both the 
used method of presentation and the map 
theme. 
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